
Special Conditions for the following extensions manually managed through Gandi's Corporate Service

.AE, .AL, .AZ, .BA, .BD, .BH, .BT, .BW, .BY, .CY, .EE, .EG, .ET, .GE, .GH, .GM, .HR, .ID, .IQ, .IR, .IL, .KG, .KR, .KH, .KZ, .LK,
.LY, .MA, .MD, .MK, .MR, .COM.MY, .NET.MY, .ORG.MY, .BIZ.MY, .NG, .OM, .PK, .PS, .QA, .RS, .SD, .SM, .SN, .SR, .TH, .

TO, .TR, .TZ, .UZ, .VN, .бел (.xn—90ais), , ישראל (.xn--4dbrk0ce)

version 2.3 of  June 17th, 2024

In addition to Gandi Corporate Special Conditions and Gandi's General Terms and Conditions for domain name registration, the
registration and use of a domain name in the extensions  mentioned above imply the acceptance of and compliance to the
present special conditions contained herein.

All legal information and contracts are presented to You at the time of the subscription to Our Services. Capitalized terms have
the definition attributed to them in Our General Terms and Conditions for domain name registration. Specifically, “You” refers to
the owner of the domain name, and “We” designates Gandi.

Article 1. Description of the service

In the framework of its Gandi Corporate service, Gandi offers You to register domain names in the extensions mentioned above,
only available to Our Gandi Corporate customers. Gandi proceeds to the registration of the domain name manually thought the
service provider Domgate.

When You apply to register a domain name in one of these extensions, You acknowledge that You have fully understood and
You have full knowledge of, and You agree to abide by all the rules and specific conditions of the extension chosen, as defined
by the Registry and the service provider Domgate.

Registration and management are done manually, and are therefore subject to processing times which may vary from a few
hours/days to several weeks. You are able to place Your orders directly on Our website and manage Your domain names under
these extensions in Your Gandi interface. However, Your requests and/or changes are not automatically sent to Domgate, and
will not take effect until the Registry have received and validated them.

In  accordance with  Our  Contracts,  You agree to  provide and  maintain  accurate,  reliable  and up-to-date  personal  contact
information. Failing to do so, the Registry or Domgate, may suspend and/or delete Your domain name. 

You consent  to  the  collect,  use,  copying,  distribution,  publication,  in  particular  in  the  Registry  and Domgate public  Whois
databases if applicable, modification and other processing of Your personal data by the Registry, Domgate, and their technical
providers, designees and agents for the purposes of providing domain name registration services and in accordance with the
applicable privacy policies.

Our prices can be viewed at: http://www.gandi.net/domain/price/info

Some domain names are categorized as premium names, and are subject to a specific pricing. This categorization and the
specific pricing are known only at the time Your registration request is ordered at the Registry level. In that case, Gandi will
inform You before to finalized Your registration request at the Registry level. You will be able to pay the additional fees to confirm
Your registration request or to cancel Your order and be refunded.

Article 2. Registration and transfer procedure

Registering and transferring a domain name in these extensions is done directly on the Gandi interface and then manually by
Gandi with Domgate on Your behalf. Consequently the registration or the transfer of Your domain name will not be immediately
effective upon You are placing an order on Our website.  Gandi  will  forward Your application for registration or  transfer  to
Domgate within two working days after confirmation of Your order on Our website.

Given that registration and transfer of a domain name under these extensions is handled manually, the time needed to validate
and process Your application at the Registry may vary from several hours to several weeks after delivery of Your application by
Gandi. 

Moreover,  according  to  each  extension's  specific  rules,  the  registration  may  be  subject  to  requirements  including  timely
submission of a form and/or other documents to Gandi, which We will submit to Domgate within one business day of Your reply.
In this case We will notify You by email of the documents necessary to complete Your request. Registration or transfer of Your
domain name will be effective only upon receipt and validation of these documents by the Registry.
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Article 3. Administrative and technical management

Management (modification of personal data, contacts and DNS, renewal ...) of these domain names is also done manually. Your
changes and/or operations performed on Our interface are not processed automatically nor are they immediately effective. Gandi
send these on Your behalf to Domgate within two business days. The time needed to validate and process Your application by
the Registry may vary from several hours to several weeks after the transmission of Your request and/or changes by Gandi.

These modifications and/or operations may also require the submission of a form and/or justifying documents to Gandi which We
transmit to Domgate within one business day of Your reply. In this case We will notify You by email of any documents necessary
to complete Your request. Changes and/or operations will be effective only upon receipt and validation of these documents by
the Registry.

Under some proposed extensions, the modification of the contacts and/or the DNS associated to Your domain name is charged
by the Registry and/or Domgate. You agree to pay to Gandi the costs related to these changes, which will be provided by Our
Corporate service. Gandi will send Your modifications after the full payment.

To avoid the deletion of a domain name, the renewal of Your domain names may require to be submitted to Gandi up to several
weeks (usually 40 days) before the expiration date, depending the extension. Given that the renewal is carried out manually, We
recommend You initiate Your renewal request well before the deadline in order to account for potential delays in processing Your
application and payment method. You will be notified by email 60 days, 30 days, 15 days and 1 day before the renewal deadline
for the given extension.

Article 4. Gandi Disclaimer

You acknowledge that We may not be held liable, notably, in the following cases:
• unavailability of the domain name upon the submission of the application for registration by Gandi to Domgate, or upon the

submission of the application for registration by Domgate to the Registry,
• inability or refusal by the Registry or Domgate to grant a domain name for which You have placed an order on Our website or

by other instructions,
• delays before the actual registration or transfer, and/or the application of changes requested directly on Our website or via

Your instructions,
• refusal by the Registry or Domgate of any requested operation, or if the change or operation is no longer technically possible

when Gandi requests it on Your behalf to Domgate, or when Domgate requests it at the Registry,
• failure of an operation for reasons beyond Gandi's control and despite Our diligence,
• for DNS changes, delays before change is applied and service interruption after the modification is submitted, given that these

changes are processed manually.

Article 5. Particular case of .IR extension

Consistent with import, export and trade restrictions administered and applied by the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the
United States of America's Department of the Treasury, You acknowledge, and further accept, We are not allowed and We shall
not process orders for domain name registrations under .IR extension if:
• You place Your registration application order through Gandi's US based company; or if
• You are a United States citizen (natural person) or represent an organization of any type (legal person) incorporated in the

United States of America or if You are or represent any type of person located on United States soil or territories.

You acknowledge We may not be held liable for the denial, refusal or cancellation of Your order to register any .IR domain name
consistent with these trade regulations. You also acknowledge We may suspend and/or delete any .IR domain name registered
upon discovering, at any time, Your situation matches one or more of the aforementioned conditions.

Article 6. Particular case of .KZ extension

Hosting must be located in Kazakhstan for the main domain and for subdomains.
• A, AAAA, CNAME records for the domain and subdomains must point to an IP address of a server physically located in

Kazakhstan.
• DNS and mail can be placed in any country. NS, MX, TXT, and SPF records can refer to services and IP addresses in 

any country without restrictions.
• Redirection to domains in other zones can be done if the redirection server is located in Kazakhstan.
• All domains and subdomains must have a SSL certificate (domestic or foreign).
• Defensive registration is possible.
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Failure to comply with these requirements will result in suspension and/or deletion of the domain without any refund. Gandi may 
provide you with local hosting upon request. Fees corresponding to this service will be communicated upon request.

Hosting in Kazakhstan is the placement of  Internet  resources on hardware and software complexes on the territory of  the
Republic of Kazakhstan.

A website (website, web application, web service) that uses a domain .KZ must be hosted on a server computer
(leased, proprietary, cloud hosting, VDS hosting, virtual hosting) located in a data center (server room, office) in any
city of Kazakhstan. The server must be connected to a Kazakhstan Internet service Provider and use a Kazakhstan
IP address (dedicated or shared).

Information for technical specialists, please observe the following conditions:

Hosting must be in Kazakhstan for the main domain and for subdomains.
A (ipv4), AAAA (ipv6), CNAME records (except for DNS and mail records) for the domain in the zone .KZ, www subdomains,
and other  subdomains are required to  refer  to  IP addresses assigned to  the  AS (autonomous system) and announced in
Kazakhstan. Whois by IP address must display the value country-KZ.

DNS and mail can be placed in any country.

NS (DNS server), MX (mail server), TXT, and SPF records can refer to services and IP addresses in any country
without restrictions.

Hide the IP address of a foreign hosting through proxying-violation, followed by domain disconnection.
It  is forbidden to use traffic proxying (traffic redirection, VPN, tunneling, URL Frame forwarding) to foreign services and IP
addresses to hide hosting outside of Kazakhstan.
Protection against attacks is not prohibited, but you need to provide the authorized body (CIB ICRIAP RK) with
documents for hosting located in Kazakhstan.
If the IP address of the site is hidden due to the use of DDoS protection services (Cloudflare, Stormwall, DDoS-
GUARD, Qrator, Imperva Incapsula, etc.), you must provide (to the Registry, the authorized body) a valid contract or
confirmation of payment for hosting services in Kazakhstan.
Redirection to domains in other zones can be done if the redirection server is in Kazakhstan.
Redirect URLs (URL Forwarding) are allowed for domains in any zones without restrictions when using the server for forwarding
in Kazakhstan.
Please note that the registry can make changes to the above at any time. 
According to our knowledge and understanding, a .KZ domain name will NOT be suspended or deleted by the registry if:

 if there is no website on the domain
 If there is a set up a redirect (redirect) from the .kz domain to the .com (or any other TLD except of .KZ) domain. 
 If MX and DNS records are configured outside of Kazakhstan.  

Article 7. Special case of .COM.MY, .NET.MY, .ORG.MY and .BIZ.MY domains

The .COM.MY, .NET.MY, .ORG.MY and .BIZ.MY domains are second-level domains of .MY in the Malaysia zone, reserved for
Malaysian legal entities.

- End of annex -
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